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Interview with Sebastien Buemi
Formula E champion driver

ABB became the title sponsor of what is now the ABB FIA Formula-E
Championship in 2018, the fourth season of the racing series. Sebastien
Buemi took the driver’s championship at the end of Season 3, and talks
about the technology and why he made the jump from Formula One.
“The main difference between Formula E and Formula
One is down to the engine,” he says. “We have a battery that replaces the fuel tank, and we have an electric motor that replaces the combustion engine.”

the battery, chassis and aerodynamics, are standardized. However, the race teams are allowed to use their
own designs with regard to the rest of the powertrain
(i.e., motor, inverter and transmission).

Formula One cars are still a bit faster than their electric counterparts, but Formula E is evolving rapidly.

This has led to a wide variety of designs as each team
tries to find the winning formula. Some cars utilize a
single motor, some two, and transmissions vary from
a single gear up to as many as five. One of the reasons
for leaving the powertrain open to individual development is a conscious decision on Formula E’s part to
encourage development of technologies that will
eventually be translated into passenger vehicles.

“If you look at the performance of the car, from zero to
100kph [in] around three seconds,” Buemi explains,
“it’s quite impressive knowing we are just at the start
of the electric revolution.”
The technology is indeed advancing rapidly. The cars
Buemi and his fellow drivers used this year will be replaced next season with a Gen 2 car featuring new
body geometry, greater battery capacity and more
power. Most of the components on the cars, including

The transfer of technology developed within Formula
E to consumer vehicles comes at a time when, as
some motorsport commentators have observed, the
flow of new technology from Formula One to road

cars has slowed. New innovations are fewer and farther between while things like anti-lock brakes, traction control and stability control have by now made
their way into even the most affordable models.
“The engineers [in Formula E] are spending lots of
time and energy on developing the powertrain… and
that’s where all the effort is going,” says Buemi. “We
are not putting any effort into wings, trying to put
more downforce on the car. It would make the car
quicker, but it wouldn’t serve the normal automotive
world.”
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The race series, then, is like a big R&D lab, with teams
competing to find the best solution to the challenges
of racing.
As for the “user experience” of electric racing, Buemi
says it requires a transition, coming from F1.

The absence of a roaring gasoline engine directly behind one’s head means that “your ears are fine after
an entire race,” observes Buemi.
The Season 3 champion believes strongly not only in
the future of electric racing but in the future of electric cars in general, with Formula E leading the way.
“It pushes the boundaries of electric cars,” says
Buemi. “All the manufacturers are spending a lot of
money developing electric powertrains, and in the
next few years everyone will have electric cars. Clearly
it’s a good tool to develop the technology.”
Season 5 of the ABB FIA Formula E Championship
kicks off December 15 in Ad Diriyah, Saudi Arabia.

ABB’s product portfolio includes charging
technologies for electric cars, buses and trucks, as
well as solutions for the electrification of ships,
railways and cable cars. And with more than 7,000
DC fast chargers installed in 60 countries, ABB is the
global leader in connected DC fast charging
technology.

“When I first drove the car, it was really… kind of…
special,” Buemi recalls. “You hear some mechanical
noise when you drive very slowly but as soon as you
go over 100kph you only hear the wind. That’s quite…
stressful, I would say, at the start. But then when you
get used to it it’s very peaceful.”
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